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Abstract

In this paper, the possibilities and advantages of loading mixed used nuclear fuel
(UNF) assemblies into canisters for long-term repository are presented from a criti-
cality aspect within the burnup credit approach (BUC). UNF coming from a Swiss
reactor are taken into account at the pin-by-pin level and two canister loading pat-
terns are studied: mixed and homogeneous (i.e. mixing UNF with various burnup
values and enrichments, or not). The advantages of the mixed cases are presented in
terms of criticality, together with the impact of assembly axial and radial rotations.
The main outcome of the mixed loading is that a variety of UNF assemblies can
be safely loaded together, including those which were previously not allowed in the
homogeneous case.
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1 Introduction1

The safe storage of used Nuclear Fuel (UNF, also called spent nuclear fuel)2

for long-term repository is one of the highest priorities for the back-end of the3

fuel cycle for countries avoiding reprocessing. Many aspects have to be con-4

sidered to ensure that during hundreds of thousands of years, the UNF will5

not be a danger for the environment: deep storage (typically below 300 m),6

no human maintenance, radiation barriers, migration barriers, integrity, etc.7

Additionally, given the high cost of the repository facility including canisters8

containing the UNF, various degrees of storage optimization can naturally be9

considered. As of today, the strategy for such repository is handled at na-10

tional levels (with strong support of international organizations and specific11

European funding), but often technical solutions and possibilities are shared12
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among concerned countries (to mention only a few: Sweden [1], Finland [2],13

Germany [3], Switzerland [4–8]).14

One important phenomenon which needs to be under control is the critical-15

ity aspect of such UNF canisters, defined by the keff quantity: the effective16

neutron multiplication factor (if keff is greater than 1, the number of neutrons17

produced by the configuration will increase and lead to a diverging chain re-18

action). Therefore a safety requirement for a canister filled with UNFs is that19

its keff is lower than a certain value for the full storage period, including for20

instance flooding and deformation possibilities [7]. Taking into account an ad-21

ditional safety margin, the administrative limit considered during the present22

study is not 1 but 0.95, neglecting different sources of uncertainties.23

In the present work, we will focus on the calculation of such keff , keeping in24

mind that other safety criteria are taken into account during the assessment25

of a specific canister configuration, for instance the decay heat. In Refs. [6–8],26

studies of keff variations for various canister and loading configurations were27

presented: the canister model (geometry, wall materials) was fixed, and the28

UNF contents (from a Pressurized Water Reactor, or PWR) were varied to29

account for burnup in order to calculate keff values. For instance, considering30

that each canister can be filled with 4 UNF assemblies, it was studied how31

keff varies as a function of the initial fuel enrichments and assembly average32

burnup values for various cooling times. Such studies have led to so-called33

“loading curves”, defining which assemblies can be safely loaded in a canis-34

ter for long-term storage (allowed configurations), and which not (forbidden35

configurations). For example, it was shown that for four identical assemblies36

with an initial enrichment of 3.5 % in 235U and an assembly burnup value of37

10 MWd/kgU, the keff can be higher than 0.95 with conservative assumptions.38

On the contrary, for the same enrichment and an assembly burnup value of39

30 MWd/kgU, the keff will not be higher than 0.95, leading to an allowed40

assembly loading.41

In Refs. [6,7], the decision to apply a conservative approach was taken to ob-42

tain the most penalizing configurations. A few simplifications were considered43

in order to have a first and conservative assessment of such loading curves. The44

main one is the homogeneous loading, i.e. using four identical assemblies (same45

enrichment, and same burnup value). This helps to simplify the approach to a46

limited number of parameters per canister: one enrichment, one burnup value47

and one maximum keff reached at a particular storage time. Other conserva-48

tive approximations were done regarding the assembly burnup profiles (radial49

and axial) and the calculation of the isotopic contents (see these references50

for details). Ref. [8] considers a non-conservative approach by extracting the51

fuel content for each node from a three-dimensional core calculation using the52

SIMULATE and SNF codes [9,10]. In these three references [6–8], the fuel con-53

tents were used to build a pin-by-pin Monte Carlo model (with MCNP [11])54

to calculate keff for the loaded canister (with the use of an in-house tool called55

COMPLINK [12]).56

In the present study, we propose to go beyond the main previous limitations57
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and to consider four different assemblies loaded per canister, also called a58

mixed loading using the CS2M method [8]. This will simulate the reality in a59

closer manner, while retaining the “lessons learned” from the previous stud-60

ies. The fuel content of these assemblies will also come from three-dimensional61

core calculations, transferred to a pin-by-pin Monte Carlo model for keff cal-62

culation. As presented later, once the selection of four different assemblies is63

done, more than a single keff value can be obtained for a specific storage time:64

because of the burnup gradients inside each assembly, the loaded canister keff65

value can strongly vary following the relative position of each assembly (rela-66

tively to each other, but also considering assembly axial and radial rotations).67

As a representative example, the loading of a set of four different assemblies68

only in a single canister can lead to more than 93 000 configurations, each of69

them having different keff values, over a spread reaching a few thousands of70

pcm (1 pcm=105), depending on the assembly burnup values. This is the main71

difference compared to an homogeneous loading based on assembly irradiation72

calculated with infinite boundary conditions: the relative positioning does not73

matter.74

We will then demonstrate that considering realistic cases and mixing assem-75

blies (from both the allowed and forbidden zones) offers the possibility to76

safely load them from a criticality point of view, therefore optimizing the77

loading strategy. One of the positive outcomes might be a more efficient use of78

canisters (always filled with the maximum number of UNF), lower keff values,79

or higher homogeneity between canister keff values for a full park of hundreds80

of canisters. But this comes at a cost: more simulations, knowledge of the real81

assembly irradiation life, and a follow-up of each single assembly which might82

be difficult in practice. Finally, the possibility to have some assemblies axially83

rotated (“bottom-up”) might also not be practically feasible.84

In the following, the canister and assembly models are first presented, followed85

by the keff calculations for homogeneous loadings. In a second part, the mixed86

loading is presented with a few examples. As demonstrated, it will allow to87

combine assemblies with low and high burnup values, still obtaining a keff88

lower than 0.95 for specific axial and radial assembly combinations.89

Finally, one of the motivations to perform this study lies in the believe that90

optimization is a crucial and necessary stage towards a more efficient man-91

agement of our resources. We refer to the following interview from Ref. [13]92

which summarizes well the context:93

Journalist Hearing you say you’re getting into this because there’s more bang for your94

buck is not inspiring, Bill.95

Bill That’s too bad, you know it’s not my goal to be inspiring. The world has96

limited resources.97

Journalist So if you’re not doing things to be inspiring, what are you doing for?98

Bill Optimization99
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As a final remark, the present work is performed within the long-term goal100

of developing an independent integral methodology for “best-estimate plus101

uncertainties” spent fuel analysis. It is designed to supplement existing ap-102

proaches currently under development, such as BUC [14]. It will also open103

perspectives for loading optimization when considering a full national canister104

park.105

106

As mentioned in the introduction, a number of countries are studying for sev-107

eral years various possibilities for safe transportation and long-term storage108

of UNF, either with different containers (cask and canister), or with multi-109

purpose canisters. The traditional approach for filling such containers is to110

assume the same characteristics for all assemblies, defined as homogeneous111

loading [15].112

Up to now, the mixed loading was not considered as it departs from practices113

based on conservatism, as presented in following studies: in Sweden [16], Fin-114

land [17,18], Japan [19], France [20], USA [21] and Switzerland [6]. But the115

notion of mixed loading was nevertheless already considered as a way to simul-116

taneously load UO2 and MOX assemblies [7], lower the decay heat [22], or si-117

multaneously store assemblies from boiling and pressurized water reactors [23].118

As presented in the following, the continuation of the analysis of mixed loading119

possibilities is therefore logical outside the conservative assumptions.120

2 Canister and assembly models121

All simulations are performed with the same canister model, but the loaded122

assemblies, positions and orientations will vary from one calculation to another123

in the case of mixed loading. This section briefly describes the canister, with a124

stronger emphasis on the assembly models and the origin of the fuel content.125

2.1 Simulation tools126

The present study follows the approach proposed in Ref. [8], called the CS2M127

method and differs from Refs. [6,7] by (1) not applying conservative assump-128

tions, and (2) using a three-dimensional core simulator to calculate the UNF129

content. CS2M is built on the four following codes: CASMO, SIMULATE,130

SNF and MCNP [9–11,24]. It is based on validated models for CASMO and131

SIMULATE leading to more realistic assumptions (such as for the irradiation132

histories, radial and vertical burnup profiles). At PSI, a validated database133

was built over the past years for three-dimensional steady-state core analysis134

for Swiss reactors (called CMSYS [27]). Such database contains models for135
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the two-dimensional fuel assembly depletion code (with pre-defined matrix136

of history and branch calculations) CASMO and the three-dimensional core137

analysis code SIMULATE. These models are validated against plant measure-138

ments (in the case of PWR: boron concentrations and transverse fission rates)139

and are at the basis of the work performed in this paper. Without this crucial140

information from the power plant operations, the CS2M method could not be141

applied. In summary, the following calculation path is performed (see Ref. [8]142

for more details):143

• CASMO and SIMULATE. CASMO is used to generate matrices of data144

for SIMULATE. Assembly models are built using information from the fuel145

vendor and generate multigroup cross sections and discontinuity factor data146

for SIMULATE. SIMULATE is a two-group nodal code used in this context147

for three-dimensional core cycle calculations.148

• SNF. Once cycle calculations have been performed with SIMULATE, the149

information for the assembly irradiation history can be extracted and used150

to provide the isotopic composition for each fuel rod and vertical segment by151

SNF. It provides the isotopic content for the main actinides and important152

fission products, based on the pin burnup profile provided by SIMULATE153

and the macroscopic cross section library from CASMO. In this study, only154

the actinide concentrations are transferred to the Monte-Carlo transport155

code; the fission products are not taking into account to maximize the keff156

values, following the actinide-only burnup credit methodology [25,14].157

• MCNP. The isotopic content for each rod and segment is used to build158

a pin-by-pin three-dimensional model for a Monte Carlo transport code.159

The translation from the SNF output to the transport code is performed160

by COMPLINK. In Ref. [8], MCNP was used, whereas in this work, the161

SERPENT code [26] is selected for the calculation of keff . The convergence162

of the keff calculations was checked and the neutron population is set to163

reach a statistical uncertainty of 10 pcm.164

Using the CMSYS database, all the assemblies can be followed during their165

irradiation life, providing all the necessary information to build accurate mod-166

els. An example for the irradiation life of two similar assemblies is presented167

in Fig. 1. Two specific assemblies are represented by the blue and yellow dots,168

over an irradiation of four consecutive cycles. These two assemblies are simi-169

lar: same geometry, same enrichment (4.3 %) and irradiated during the same170

cycles. At the end of each cycle, their average burnup values are very similar171

(see the numbers provided in Fig. 1). Nonetheless, these assemblies are located172

at different positions during the four cycles and therefore the boundary condi-173

tions are different. This impacts the fuel contents and examples are presented174

on the right two columns of Fig. 1: colors for each rod are proportional to175

the fissile content for the central assembly segment. Here, the term “fissile” is176

simply the sum of the 235U, 239Pu and 241Pu contents as the end of each cycle.177

In this figure, the blue and red colors for each pincell indicate low and high178
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cycle 1

cycle 2

cycle 3

cycle 4

4.3%, 17-20 MWd/kgU

37-38 MWd/kgU

53-54 MWd/kgU

57-59 MWd/kgU

Fig. 1. Example for the irradiation history of two similar assemblies (same en-
richment and similar final average burnup), irradiated during the same cycles, but
leading to two different fissile content distributions. See text for details.

concentrations, respectively.179

This example indicates the importance of following the irradiation history of180

specific assemblies to obtain an accurate fuel rod content. Considering that181

these assemblies have the same pinwise fuel content because they have the182

same average burnup and enrichment would lead to a biased estimation of (at183

least) one of the assembly content, and impact the calculation of the canister184

keff value.185

186

2.2 Canister and assembly models187

The SNF code is used to compute the isotopic concentrations for a specific as-188

sembly at the end of cycle, for each rod and for a number of vertical segments.189

As the amount of data is relatively large, the in-house utility COMPLINK is190

used to extract the information from the SNF output files and build a pin-191

by-pin SERPENT model. Typically, for the assemblies used in the following,192

the number of fuel zones per assembly is about 8200 (205 rods with 40 axial193
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segments). Considering that four assemblies are loaded in the canister, a typ-194

ical size for the SERPENT input file is 25 Mb (more than 800 000 lines) for195

actinides-only fuel content.196

The canister model is based on a preliminary Swiss disposal canister de-197

sign [28,29]: the cask is made of carbon steel cylinder, containing four as-198

semblies in the case of PWR UNF, separated by carbon steel boxes. For the199

present study, the canisters are also considered flooded with water and not200

deformed. A simplified representation is presented in Fig. 2. For details, see

water

canister wall

water

Fig. 2. Geometry of a representative canister with four assemblies for PWR assem-
blies. Left: radial cut at the center of the canister; Right: vertical view cutting the
raw of rods on the 6th column. The colors for the fuel zones are proportional to the
fissile content: red for high content, blue for low and white for average, as done in
Fig. 1.

201

Ref. [7]. As observed, a detailed pin-by-pin description of each assembly is202

taken into account. For the present study, all the UNF assemblies used in this203

work come from the Gösgen reactor cycles. The fuel is made of UO2, with204

an array of 15×15 pins, including 20 guide tubes. Note that the assemblies205

are not located at the center of the canister: there is more (water) space at206

the top of the canister compared to the bottom. This will influence the keff207

calculations as presented in section 3.208

Additionally, the radial and axial burnup profiles for each pin are directly ob-209

tained from the SIMULATE calculations. An example for the radial profile of210

a central segment (segment 20) is presented in Fig. 2 for the fissile contents211

of each pin. As observed, each assembly presents a specific radial profile due212
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to its own irradiation history and its location in the various cycles. In Fig. 2,213

the colors of each pin are proportional to the fissile concentration: light blue214

for low concentrations and dark red for higher concentrations (the colors are215

normalized to the fissile content per assembly). For the present study, the case216

of various assemblies will be detailed. Although the keff varies as a function217

of cooling time, only one cooling time will be considered here for simplicity:218

the isotopic content of all assemblies will come after a short cooling period of219

0.1 year after a specific cycle. In the case of UO2 fuel, it was shown in Refs. [6,7]220

that one of the highest keff is obtained shortly after the last irradiation. Fi-221

nally, the present study is performed considering the case of “actinides only”:222

i.e. that fission products are not considered for the criticality calculations.223

3 Assembly loadings and criticality values224

Considering one type of Swiss reactor for the purpose of this study, there are225

still a large number of UNF assemblies to be loaded in canisters. The opti-226

mization of canister loading for a large number of assemblies and canisters is227

not considered in this work, but is nonetheless an interesting subject of re-228

search [30,23,31]. In the framework of defining loading curves, we will study229

here a limited number of UNF assemblies. Thus the optimization will focus230

on the gain from using mixed loadings with various axial and radial rotations,231

compared to the homogeneous loading. Following the definitions of the pre-232

vious references, we also will present the “loading curves” for homogeneous233

loading in two specific cases: one without considering any rotation (radially234

and axially) and using four times the same assembly (case 1), this case will235

therefore be similar to Ref. [8]; and one case still using four times the same236

assembly, but with axial and radial rotations (case 2).237

The definition of two specific terms needs to be recalled for the understand-238

ing of the following study: permutation and combination. Combination is a239

selection of members regardless of the order. Permutation is the same but240

taking into account the order of the selections. In the following, a canister241

can be filled with 4 assemblies, therefore considering p assemblies, the number242

of permutations is P (p, 4) = p!/(p − 4)! and the number of combinations is243

C(p, 4) = p!/(4!(p − 4)!).244

3.1 Homogeneous loading245

The homogeneous loading is defined to obtain a simplified representation of246

the canister loading possibilities. By taking into account four times the same247

assembly in a canister, a limit between allowed (keff < 0.95) and not allowed248

(keff ≥ 0.95) loadings can be established as a function of two parameters: the249
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assembly enrichment and burnup values. A unique and conservative axial and250

radial rotation is considered in Refs. [6,7] and more realistic ones in [8]. This251

last option is presented in Fig. 3 as “Case 1”. The four assemblies are the

⇑ ⇑

⇑ ⇑

Case 1

⇓ ⇑

⇑ ⇓

Case 2

Fig. 3. Representation of the orientations of the four assemblies in both homogeneous
cases 1 and 2. See text for details.

252

same, not rotated (the double arrows indicate the axial rotation, the circular253

arrows the assembly radial rotation, and their colors the assembly characteris-254

tics, being the enrichment and assembly burnup values). In the homogeneous255

loading, all colors are the same (red in Fig. 3), but for mixed loadings, the col-256

ors can differ for each assembly (see next section). While considering realistic257

burnup profiles and homogeneous loadings, one can still axially and radially258

rotate these assemblies, as presented in “Case 2” of Fig. 3. Such changes can259

potentially change the calculated keff value compared to “Case 1” because of260

the asymmetric radial burnup profile of each assembly. A limited number of261

assemblies are considered compared to Ref. [8], but still more than in Ref. [7].262

In total, 8 enrichments are selected (from 1.90 % to 4.3 %) for 49 assemblies263

(various assembly burnup per enrichment). Fig. 4 presents such loading curves264

for UO2 fuel using the model presented in Fig. 2. Both curves (lines) from case265

1 and 2 are overlapping, indicating that in the case of homogeneous loading,266

the effect due to the radial and axial rotations is not important. The curves

case 1 ≈ case 2

Allowed

Not allowed

Enrichment 235U wt%

B
u
rn

-u
p

(M
W

d
/k

gU
)

4.54.03.53.0

50

40

30

20

10

0

Fig. 4. Example of the loading curves (overlapping black lines separating both zones)
for UO2 assemblies as defined in Refs. [6–8] (i.e. homogeneous loading: four times
the same assemblies).

267

differ a little compared to Ref. [8] because of some simplifications in the ge-268

ometry model and differences for the distances between assemblies. If a given269

assembly has a specific enrichment and average burnup which correspond to270

the zone below one of the curves, then its loading (following the definition of271
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homogeneous loading, or four times the same assembly in the canister) is not272

allowed. On the contrary, if an assembly has its two characteristics (enrich-273

ment and burnup) in the part above the curves, then the homogeneous loading274

is allowed.275

Concerning the differences between case 1 and 2, the effect of the orienta-276

tion is weak for configurations with high keff : a reduction of about 100 pcm277

is possible in case 2 for keff ≈ 0.95; on the contrary, the effect is larger for278

low keff : up to 2500 pcm can separate case 1 and 2. But for the calculation of279

the loading curve, the region in the vicinity of keff ≈ 0.95 counts, the impact280

of the radial and axial rotations is therefore negligible for the homogeneous281

loading. This nevertheless indicates that a gain of reactivity is possible, but282

not for homogeneous loadings.283

3.2 Mixed loading284

A mixed loading of assemblies represents a different loading option. Instead285

of considering four times the same assemblies, different ones are loaded in a286

canister. They can have the same burnup and enrichment values, same bur-287

nup but different enrichments, or different burnup and enrichment. In Fig. 4,288

these mixed assemblies would be distributed in various parts of the graph. To289

symbolize such loadings, one assembly corresponds to a specific color in Fig. 5:290

a loading with four colored assemblies means that each assembly has at least291

a different value for the enrichment and (or) its burnup.292

Similarly, their relative emplacement in the canister and rotation can influ-293

ence the keff due to different burnup profiles. Three examples are presented294

in Fig. 5. It is then intuitive to understand that loading curves as defined in

⇓ ⇑

⇓ ⇑

sample 1

⇓ ⇑

⇑ ⇑

sample 2

⇑ ⇑

⇑ ⇓

sample 3

Fig. 5. Example of representations of the orientation of four assemblies in mixed
loadings. The double central arrow indicates if the assembly is axially inverted. The
circular arrows indicate the radial rotations.

295

the homogeneous loading are not appropriate. In the following sections, ex-296

amples of various scenarios will be presented to show the advantage of the297

mixed loading: there exist solutions (loading patterns) combining allowed and298

not allowed assemblies (from the homogeneous loading definition) leading to299

keff < 0.95.300
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3.2.1 Considered mixed cases301

To illustrate this study, five different loading cases are considered, named A302

to E. Their main characteristics are presented below.303

-A- 4 assemblies in the “not allowed” region (Fig. 4), all 3.81 % 235U, with304

similar burnup values of about 14.5 MWd/kgU.305

-B- 4 assemblies in the “allowed” region, all 3.81 % 235U, with similar burnup306

values of about 42.5 MWd/kgU.307

-C- 8 assemblies: from A and B. It is a mixture of assemblies from both “allowed”308

and “not allowed” regions.309

-D- 9 assemblies: all 4.30 % 235U, with burnup values of 11.8, 15.9, 19.5, 27.8,310

28.0, 35.6, 40.8, 47.5 and 53.0 MWd/kgU. Among them, three are in the311

“not allowed” region, four in the “allowed” region and two very close to the312

loading curve.313

-E- 8 assemblies named e1 to e8: various enrichments and burnup e1:(3.5 %,314

10.2 MWd/kgU), e2:(4.30, 11.8), e3:(3.81, 14.8), e4:(4.10, 15.2), e5:(3.80,315

20.6), e6:(3.50, 33.4), e7:(4.28, 34.5) and e8:(3.81, 42.6). e1 to e4 are in the316

“not allowed” region and e5 to e8 in the “allowed” region.317

In case A, all assemblies have a similar burnup and the same enrichment. They318

were irradiated under different conditions and therefore can have different bur-319

nup profiles (as presented in Fig. 1). If each of them would be considered in320

homogeneous loading, they would be in the ”not allowed” zone.321

The second considered case, case B, is similar to A but with a higher burnup322

of about 42.5 MWd/kgU, locating these assemblies in the “allowed” zone in323

Fig. 4. Case A (as well as case B) can fit in a single canister as four assemblies324

are considered. Case C is a mixture of A and B: it represents 8 assemblies: 4325

from each loading zone. These 8 assemblies would then fit in two canisters.326

Case D is made of 9 assemblies with different burnup and the same enrichment327

values, some of them being in the allowed zone, others not. Finally case E is328

made of 8 assemblies with various enrichments and burnup values. This is the329

closest case to a fully mixed option.330

The goal of such selection (especially C, D and E) is to answer the following331

question: can each case be loaded in one or two canisters with a keff lower than332

0.95 ?333

As it will be demonstrated, a large range of keff can be obtained, and a number334

of them are below 0.95. In the next section, the keff values for each case from335

A to E will be presented. As the SERPENT calculations are time consum-336

ing (about 2 hours on a single node with 36 cpu), only a few thousands of337

permutations will be considered, still showing the spread of the results, and338

including acceptable loading cases.339
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3.3 Results of mixed loading340

The results for the five cases (A to E) are presented in this section. Cases A341

and B can be considered close to homogeneous loading, as the enrichments342

and burnup values are similar. Cases C, D and E are more complex examples,343

showing the potential gain in using a mixed loading.344

3.3.1 Weak rotation effects: cases A, B and C345

Fig. 6 presents the keff distributions for cases A, B and C. The scattered data346

are the calculated keff for specific canister loadings. As mentioned before, not347

all permutations are calculated, but a random selection of more than 1000348

loadings per case is performed. In case A, the impact of the axial and radial349

rotations is rather limited, with a total spread of keff of about 360 pcm. This350

is consistent with Fig. 4 where the loading curve is not affected by these351

rotations. Three groups of values can be observed and are directly correlated352

with the orientations of the assemblies: the highest keff group is obtained when353

all assemblies are in the same axial direction, with the highest fissile content354

at the top of the canister. Within this keff group, an additional spread is355

obtained from the radial rotations. The second group is obtained when all356

assemblies are axially rotated (highest fissile content at the bottom of the357

canister). These differences are due to the fact that the assemblies are not358

located at the axial center of the canister, but lower (more water content359

at the top of the canister). Additionally, these high keff values are obtained360

when all assemblies are facing towards the same axial direction. The lowest361

(and most populated) keff region concerns permutations of axially and radially362

rotated and not rotated assemblies. In conclusion of case A, the radial and axial363

rotations do affect the keff , but in a limited manner, noting that all values are364

above 0.95 with a maximum spread of 360 pcm (radial and axial effect), and365

about 70 pcm for the axial rotation and 50 pcm for the radial rotation alone.366

Case B is very similar to case A, but the keff values are relatively low due to367

the higher burnup of the assemblies. The total spread of the permuted cases is368

about 1600 pcm (axial and radial rotations), sensibly higher than for case A.369

The effect of the radial rotations is also very limited with a maximum impact370

of about 100 pcm. Such a spread, if assemblies from A and B are loaded371

together, will help to reduce the keff values as demonstrated in case C. Such372

case can be relevant for the last cycle of a plant, where assemblies with low373

and high burnup values will be available at the end of cycle.374

Case C is the combined loading of assemblies from cases A and B. These 8375

assemblies would therefore fit in two canisters. As observed in Fig. 6, very376

distinct groups of keff values are obtained. At the extreme high and low keff ,377

one can recognize the cases A and B: these values are obtained if one of the378

canister is filled only with assemblies from A or B. In this case, one canister379
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Fig. 6. Distribution of the keff for various permutation possibilities of canister load-
ing considering cases A, B and C. The symbolic pictures on the right represent the
axial and radial rotations for each keff group.

would have a keff lower than 0.95 (case B) and one higher (case A). In between380

are the loadings where A and B are mixed: the more A assemblies loaded in the381

same canister, the higher its keff . An acceptable compromise is found when two382

assemblies from A are mixed with two assemblies from B (see the keff values383

close to 0.92). In this case, both canisters have a keff lower than 0.95. The axial384

and radial rotations are not the first contributors to the keff variation: see the385

spread around each of the 6 peaks due to the assembly rotations, increasing386

from high to low keff values.387

In conclusion of these 3 cases, mixing assemblies lead to combinations with388

keff lower than 0.95. But the assembly rotations represent a keff variation of389
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second order.390

3.3.2 Strong rotation effects: cases D and E391

Cases D and E increase the variability of the assemblies by considering various392

burnup values for a unique enrichment (D) and also for various enrichments393

(E), see Fig. 7 (top). Some of the assemblies are in the “allowed” region and
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Fig. 7. Distributions of keff for the various possibilities of canister loading considering
cases D (top) and E (bottom).

394

others are not: by considering homogeneous loading, a number loading possi-395

bilities lead to keff lower than 0.95.396

For case D, among the 126 combinations of four groups with 9 assemblies,397

only 85 were calculated with various rotations due to the limited number of398

sampling performed (1570 cases were run). Out of these 85 combinations, 74399

present loading possibilities with keff < 0.95. This confirms the advantage of400

the mixed loading: a large number of combinations is satisfying the keff crite-401

ria. Therefore all assemblies can be loaded if they are correctly selected and402

positioned in each canister.403

Contrary to the previous cases (A to C), the axial and radial rotation effects404
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can be important for these D loadings. The total spread due to the radial405

and axial rotations can be as low as a few hundreds pcm (difference between406

the minimum and maximum keff for a selection of four assemblies) and up407

to 2000 pcm. The separated effects of the radial and axial rotations are also408

widely varying: from 400 to 2000 pcm for the axial effect, and from 10 to409

1000 pcm for the radial effect. A tendency of the change in the rotation effect410

as a function of a specific parameter (such as the averaged loaded burnup)411

was not observed. Case E is similar for the distribution of keff and the impact412

of the rotations. Results are presented in Fig. 7 (bottom) with about 2200413

random loadings. One can see a structure with three peaks: one below keff414

of 0.89, one above 0.98 and one in between with the majority of the values.415

The lowest peak corresponds to permutations of the four assemblies with the416

higher burnup values (assemblies e5 to e8), whereas the highest peak corre-417

sponds to the four assemblies with the lowest burnup values (assemblies e1 to418

e4). In between, the keff values correspond to random mixtures of loadings.419

To visualize the spread of keff , Fig. 8 presents the 70 combinations as a function420

of the averaged burnup of the 4 loaded assemblies. For each of these combina-421

tions, the spread of keff due to the axial and radial rotations is presented on the422

Y -axis. The cases with a circle indicate that at least one of the keff for the four

(e2,e4,e5,e8), keff = [0.927 − 0.937]

(e1,e3,e6,e7), keff = [0.938 − 0.954]
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Fig. 8. Spread of keff for the considered combinations from case E. The cases with a
blue circle indicate that the considered combination contain a keff value lower than
0.95 and is therefore allowed for loading. Two specific loadings are indicated, see
text for details.

423

selected assemblies is lower than 0.95. Similarly to case D, the mixed loading424

allows to obtain loadings with keff < 0.95; the total impact of the radial and425

axial rotations can reach up to 2000 pcm, with up to 1200 pcm for the radial426

effect, and 1800 pcm for the axial effect. To present one loading solution for427

the 8 assemblies of case E in two canisters, an example is indicated in Fig. 8428

with two arrows. The numbering of each loaded assembly corresponds to the429

ones in section 3.2.1. In the first canister, the assemblies e1, e3, e6 and e7 are430
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loaded, and the second canister contains the other assemblies (e2, e4, e5 and431

e8). For each canister, the selected assemblies can be rotated and the spread of432

keff is also presented in the figure. One can see that both minimum keff values433

for the two canisters are lower than 0.95. Additionally for the first canister,434

specific assembly rotations lead to keff values higher than 0.95. Other loadings435

also represent acceptable solutions.436

In conclusion, both cases D and E are simulating various mixing of assemblies437

with different enrichment and burnup values. Such loadings are representative438

of the reality if the option of mixed loading with axial and radial rotations is439

allowed. Contrary to the homogeneous loading or to the simple mixed loadings440

(cases A to C), many possibilities lead to keff lower than 0.95 and the axial441

and radial rotation effects are important, as demonstrated.442

4 Conclusion443

This study fits in the context of optimizing the filling of canisters, and in mak-444

ing a better use of the available resources. We have demonstrated with a few445

examples that the mixed loading of canisters has advantages compared to the446

homogeneous one: from a criticality aspect, it allows to safely load assemblies447

with low and high burnup values in the same canister. Additionally, it was448

shown that in the case of the mixed loading, the axial and radial rotations can449

lower the keff by up to 2000 pcm, which is not the case for the homogeneous450

loading. In return, the irradiation history of each assembly needs to be known.451

Such results open the door of loading optimization of a full park of spent nu-452

clear fuels. In Switzerland, about 12 000 assemblies will need to be safely and453

economically stored in the long-term repository. To that goal, one can apply454

the mixed loading to load assemblies with low burnup (for instance from the455

plant last cycle), or to obtain a uniform keff distribution, minimizing the differ-456

ence between canisters. For that, the present work needs to be complemented457

by the use of metamodels (such as neural network and genetic algorithm),458

which can provide a estimated keff values in milliseconds. Such work is natu-459

rally complementing this study and is currently being performed. Finally, one460

also needs to keep in mind that other quantities, such as the decay heat, can461

play a key role for environmental protection. A realistic optimization will also462

need to take it into account.463
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